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VG Chartz reported Wednesday that Wii worldwide sales will have surpassed lifelong Xbox 360 sales in less than a year. In doing so, the Wii became the fastest selling console of all time. According to the study, total Wii units booth sold at 10.6 million, slightly more than the Xbox 360's estimated 10.5 million. Since its
release, the Wii has sold out 360 by a margin of more than 2 to 1.By comparison, Sony's PS3 has sold out just 4.3 million systems worldwide since the launch of last November.The news marks the first time Nintendo has been the leader in both home console and hand markets since 1994 when the company's Super
NES and Game Boy Currently, the DS and Wii are the top two industry point of sale systems. In addition, the report claims despite continued deficits, Wii managed to become the fasting sales console of all time sold at a greater rate than the most purchased console in history, Sony's PlayStation 2. In just two years,
home console sales for the three major manufacturers have effectively reversed, VG Chartz said in a statement on its website. This will have a huge impact on third-party publishers and will undoubtedly affect the decisions they make in the future. This story, Fastest Selling Game Console: Nintendo Wii was originally
published by GamePro. Note: When you buy something after clicking links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Nintendo's Wii MotionPlus, a precision drug for its finicky Wii Remote, won't be backwards compatible, the company says. That's bad news for anyone
who was planning to revisit oldies like Metroid Prime 3 or Super Mario Galaxy, or, you know, finally getting some decent deterministic action out of Wii Sports' sloppy, pointless baseball and boxing sims. What will it work with? Only new games, all custom-mate, a fact that reportedly took off certain blindsided third-party



developers last summer. Why no retrosctive precision-motion love? The cynical view fingers emerging sequels like Wii Sports Resort with its medley of frisbee, jet skiing, and kendo sims. Nintendo wants you to buy new things, not discover the pleasure of revisiting the oldies wielding a better control mechanism they
probably could and should have shipped in the first place. That's too bad. I was kind of counting on a backward-compatibility option. I can't stand the wobbly, wiggly, often downright sloppy point-and-click action of the remote as-is. I played through the better part of Twilight Princess with the wiser feature disabled
because the ball of light with fly's wings kept getting stuck in the sensor periphery. Don't get me started on point-and-squirm shooters like Call of Duty 3 (I mean before the things about the game itself ho-hum). Hey Nintendo, would it really sin and lead in an epoch of doom if you have worked with your third party pals a
closer, maybe even rethink downloadable MotionPlus updates for some of your top-rated titles? For more game news and opinion, park your tweet readers at twitter.com/game_on. Note: When you buy something after clicking links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more
details. (Pocket-ribbon) - The Wii you'll top of many a Christmas list this year. But Nintendo's tablet-based console isn't going to be used much without a game or two - or five, for that matter. Unboxed, hooked and ready to go, what kind of disks should your Wii u swallow up? Continue reading to find our first five Wii U
purchases for Christmas. A retro classic newly made, the Wii U's launch Mario title is hands down the best play at the console right now. It may not necessarily show the hardware's abilities, but boy does it remind you of what Nintendo can do when it nails the classic platform formula. For the little ones, this is the go-to
title. It has an easy learning curve, materials suitable for everyone and can be played by multiple people at the same time, provided you have either extra Wii or Wii U controllers. New Super Mario Bros U reviewNot to everyone's tastes, admittedly, but ZombiU is a great match for the older members of the family who have
asked for a Wii U. It uses the new controller to great effect and also helps the Wii you to flex its graphic muscles, especially if you are with your new console hooked on an HD TV. Zombi U is also presented as part of the Wii U's console bundle, which is worth considering if you're saving a few pennies. But it's hard to get
hold of, so expect a little hunting. Price for the whole package should be no more than £340. ZombiU reviewSonic and Sega AllStars Racing fill the hole made by missing Mario Kart on the Wii U. If Sonic-themed games go, it's best in a long time. It puts every Sega character in a transformative go-kart and chases them
across land, sea and air. Like New Super Mario Bros U, this is another title playable by anyone. This can be a touch difficult, so for the little ones make sure you set it up on the easier settings. Problems aside, this is a better multiplayer title than Super Mario Bros, so is highly recommended for those who plan to satisfy
very small hands with one games console. Sonic and Sega AllStars Racing reviewBoxed in with the premium version of the Wii U, you can already land Nintendo without knowing it. If not, it's the Wii U version of Wii Sports that you can remember with your console all these years ago. Pocket-ribbon This is guaranteed
Christmas Day fun, although it doesn't have some of the longevity of other Wii U titles. Don't forget, you're either going to need old Wii controllers or the Wii U Pro controller for others to get involved. Good times should be had in Assassin's Creed III on just about any platform. For the Wii U, it's a title that not making much
sense to those who don't previous games in the series, but for those who have it, it's brilliant. Take that into account when making a purchase. Pocket-ribbonThe grand finale in a longstanding series of Assassin's Creed games, this one is set in the American War of Independence and sees a new protagonist, characters
and game style. Our favorite in the entire Assassin's lineup. Assassin's Creed III review Writing by Hunter Skipworth. Wii Fit may not take the place of traditional exercise, but it's a refreshing way to stay active with a variety of fun and sometimes challenging balance, yoga, cardio and strength exercises. Introducing the
Balance Board, which adopts your movements with surprising sensitivity, truly makes it an innovative fitness tool. Whether you're hula hoop, dodge football balls or settling into Tree Pose, you'll work your balance and agility while having fun. What makes Wii Fit unique is the Balancing Board. The Balance Board is
incredibly sensitive and interacts with the Wii console to measure your movements for each exercise and provide feedback for how you do. For some exercises, there's a on-screen tag that tracks your movement and your challenge is to keep it within a certain area of winning points and unlocking exercises. After creating
and registering your Mii avatar, a cartoon version of the Balance Board guides you through the wedging process and you get a BMI calculation that assigns whether you are underweight, ideal or overweight. You should keep in mind that there are drawbacks to using BMI as an assessment of your health and weight.
Once you've completed your wedge, you'll go through a fairly insane balance test in which you need to shift your weight to different areas of the board within a certain period of time. Wii then uses this information, along with your age, height and weight to give you a Wii Fit Age. From there, you can set a weight loss goal
and a time frame, if you like, before taking the exercise menu where you can choose a yoga, strength, aerobic or balance exercise. One annoying: You can only do one exercise at a time, rather than follow a workout. There are nearly 50 exercises included distribution across multiple categories, including yoga, strength
training, aerobics and balance training. Some of them are fun, like the hula hoop and football and others are simple strength and yoga exercises, such as leg extensions and downward dog. Choosing exercises sometimes seems odd. Some are extremely easy, like deep breathing while standing on the Balance board,
while others seem too difficult for starting exercise, such as the turn-around with a side plank and the shoulder stand — a move not recommended for beginners. A virtual coach guides you through each movement and provides feedback on how you do. For some moves, you need to pose while holding a marker of your
position within a certain area on the TV screen. It can be motivational or frustrating depending on the For example, Tree Pose is one of the more challenging yoga poses and one many beginners would have issues with. Doing it on a Balance Board while breathing, staying relaxed and holding the tag within a very small
circle is crazy even for experienced exercises. More non-long activities are found in the aerobic and balancing sections. These include fun things like hula hope, dodging footballs, walking a tightroper, a ski jumpsuit and rhythm box. While the exercises are fun and get you moving, they're not terribly intense, although
whether you find them challenging will depend on your fitness level and what you're used to doing. Benefits Motivation Fun Innovative Cons No Workout Routines Low Intensity Questionable Exercises Motivation Wii Fit gives you something to work for. With your movements detected and pointed at the screen, as well as
winning points, add a competitiveness that keeps you trying the exercises, again and again, to get better at them. You can also compete with other family members to see who can win the most points. Fun while the strength training and yoga moves aren't terribly exciting, there are some truly innovative games that keep
you engaged. The hula hoop, for example, is so stupid that you can't help but have fun. Focusing on a real goal (e.g., avoiding a soccer ball) takes your mind off of practicing. Innovation Wii Fit is one of those games that appeals to all age levels. It's interactive, it's fun and anyone can do it, making it something the whole
family can enjoy. No Workout Routines One great oversight is the inability to create workouts from the exercises. Doing each move individually feels choppy and unsatisfying. Low intensity While most move challenge balance and stability, the intensity level of most exercises falls short of what most of us need to lose
weight and get fit. Questionable exercises There were a number of exercises that made me cringe (e.g., the shoulder stands) and there are no instructions for changes or safety considerations. In general, Wii Fit is an excellent option for getting off the couch and having fun. It doesn't take the place of traditional exercise,
but it's a good starting point for serven people and a fun way to get the whole family more active. Type: ExergamePlatform: Nintendo WiiEquipment Included: Wii Fit and Wii Balance Board.Fitness Level: Begging, Int, AdvFitness Challenge: 3/10 Thanks for your feedback! What are your concerns? Concern?
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